ESSENTIAL CHARGING STATIONS
CS-1210 / CS-1610

The Perfect Solutions for Device Sharing,
Flexible Classroom Layouts, and 1-to-1 Technology Programs!

Charge and Secure

12 or 16 Chromebooks,
Tablets, or Notebooks

CS-1210

CS-1610

WATCH THE DEMO VIDEO

www.JAR-Systems.com/Essential-Video

Unique and Affordable Solutions

$
Cost-Effective

Versatile Installation

Unrivaled Adjustability

Not all charging options make sense costwise for the number of devices they are
designed to accommodate. These solutions
are more cost-effective than other charging
stations, and even cost less than cases to
send devices home with students.

The compact and lightweight modular
design of the Essential Charging Stations
allow them to be easily mounted to a wall
or desk without taking up a lot of space.
All-steel construction ensures the durability
required for repeated use.

Their adjustable height and depth, along
with their removable dividers, allow the
Essential Charging Stations to fit a wide
range of devices. This versatility makes the
CS-1210 and CS-1610 highly adaptable to
evolving technology plans.

INDIVIDUAL DEVICE SECURITY

INTELLIGENT CHARGING SYSTEM

SCHOOL PRIDE COLORS

Who needs expensive charging lockers? Use
Kensington lock add-ons from JAR to prevent
theft and boost productivity by reducing time
spent looking for misplaced devices.

Utilize one charging system to manage the
power needs of up to four charging stations
at once. This option is cost-effective and
well-suited for central charging locations.

Exclusively for the Essential 16, the School
Pride Color line allows schools to choose their
school colors to accent the charging station.
Colors include green, purple, red, or orange.

Options and Accessories*

*All options and accessories are sold separately.

Five-Year Warranty
See Back >>

Call Today: (866)393-4202 | www.JAR-Systems.com

Features That Are Essential for Schools.
The Essential Charging Station now comes in 12 or 16 user configurations, with optional upgrades and accessories. This allows
your school to get the quality and service it expects from JAR Systems at an entry-level price with the ability to add-on later.
Capacity
Model No.
School
			
Pride Colors

Max Device Dims

Specifications			

CS-1610
12“H × 1“W × 16“D
					
					

14“H × 22.68“W × 14“D | 45 lbs
Adjusts to: 17.25“H × 22.68“W × 18“D
(1) 16-Outlet ETL Power Strip | 1 Plug to Wall
2 Keys, 1 Padlock Incl.

			
CS-1210		12“H × 1“W × 16“D
					
					

14“H × 18.25“W × 14“D | 43 lbs
Max Device Dimensions: 12”H x 1”W x 16”D
(1) 12-Outlet ETL Power Strip | 1 Plug to Wall
2 Keys, 1 Padlock Incl.



Up to 16 Devices

Up to 12 Devices

Charging stations ship partially assembled. Assembly required.

Secure Open Design
Keep devices protected with a 2-point locking system. This locking system prevents
devices from being removed while providing an open design that allows teachers to
see that all devices have been returned at a glance.

Proven Cable Management
Cut down on wiring time with solutions that are easy to set up and endure repeated
use. AC adapters and excess cable lengths are stowed away in a lockable compartment.

Speedy Deployment
Multiple charging stations can be used for higher quantities of devices. This can also
increase the ease and speed of deployment as students may form multiple lines to
retrieve their devices.

Five-Year Warranty
Comes standard with a five-year warranty that covers the entire solution.

Call Today: (866)393-4202 | www.JAR-Systems.com

